Introduction
In [8] the category of Eilenberg-Moore algebras was determined for the category Bar?., of real or complex Banach spaces with linear contractions as morphisms with respect to the unit ball functor, assigning to any Banach space its closed unit ball. It was proved that the category of Eilenberg-Moore algebras of flan., , the smallest algebraic category "generated" by flan-,, so to speak, consists of an eqnationally definable category of Q-algebras over the category of sets, where ft is the set of all real rasp, complex sequences (a Ine N) with oo, 2-> laJ $ 1. For an J2-algebra X the operation of acQ, a » = (ot IncN), is written as X] a,x 4 for eaah x e I , x = n i=i if a.^efl, = (P ik |keN) and x e X N . An a-algebra X is called a real resp. complex totally convex space, if X is non-empty and (TC 1) and (TC 2) are valid. A morphism between two totally -567 -2 D. Pumplin convex spaces is just an Q-algebra morphism. This category of totally convex spaces is denoted by Jt and is the Silenbsrg--Moora category of fian^.
If B is a Banach-apace, the closed unit ball 0(B) = = {x|x e B and ||x|| ( 1) is in a natural way a totally convex space and ie as such denoted by 0(B) t This induces a full and faithful functor 0 : fla^-^TC (see [8] , (3.5)) the so called comparison functor. 0 has a left adjoint S t (cp.
[s] , §7) assigning a Banach space S(C) to every totally convex space C in a universal way. As 7t is "generated" by San., in a canonical way (cp. e.g. [5] ) it seems natural to ask the question if one can prove a Hahn-Banach theorem for totally convex spaces. Of course, the Hahn-Banach extension theorem A in flancarries over to Tt via the left adjoint S of 0 to some extent and this fact is used in [8] (see e.g. [8] , (10.8) and (11.2)). Nevertheless, it should be interesting to have an independent version of the Hahn-Banaoh theorem for totally convex spaoes for the following reasons: (i) Jt consists of algebras of rank and to have a Hahn-Banach theorem for such a category should give further insight into the algebraic structure of £an 1 ; (ii) Tt contains many objects having a structure entirely different from the structure" of subsets of the unit ball of a Banach space (see [s] , Linton's example (4.4), (4.5), and §11). Thus, one could hope that a Hahn-Banach theorem for totally convex spaces would provide new and interesting examples; (ill) Because of the close connection between and J? it should be possible to retrieve the usual Hahn-Banach theorem of .Bar?., from the Hahn-Banaoh theorem of Jt as a special case.
Rode proved in [9] an abstraot version of the Hahn-Banach theorem containing all known Hahn-Banach type theorems as special cases. The setting in which he formulates and proves his result suggests a close connection between the Hahn-Banaoh theorem and algebras of a certain type, namely finitary (universal) algebras with a commuting set of operations (cp* e.g. [3] , p.127). Totally convex spaoes are of this type aa has -568 -3 been proved in [a] , with one important difference: The operations are infinitary. In the following we will prove a Hahn--B&nach theorem for totally convex spaces» Por this, Rode's fiiethod has been modified in two vra^s. F'irst, for totally convex spaces, the canonical object for a functional to take its values in is 0(R) and not, as iß [9] » the half open interval ; -OC { + 00 [. Secondly, we are dealing with infinitary operations in totally convex spaces and wo make fall use of the algébrala structure of totally convex spaces as developped in [8] , H. König has generalized Rodé s theorem to the case of universal algebras with infinitary operations in [6] . This generalization is proved under very general assumptions: As in [9J the boundary functions p and q {op. (2.2)) are permitted to take their values in the half-open interval [-00, TO [ and they are only assumed to be bounded from above on a socalled boundary system in the domain of definition. This, together with the fact that the connection between an operation and the admissible elements a e -i? (cp. [6] ) is not ne-T cessarily unique, requires ingenious arguments in the proof.
Section 2 ÍB devoted to the proof of the general Hahn-Banach theorem for real totally"convex spaces. In section 3 extension theorems in the real case are derived. It turns out A that a morphism f : C Q O(R) from a subspaoe C Q of a totally convex space C can be extended to C if and only if it is norm--bounded (see (3.4) ). The appropriate type of totally convex spaces for extension theorems are the normed spaces (see [8] , (12.1}){ actually they are characterized by the fact that for any non-zero element x eC there is a morphism cp : C -»• 0(R) with <p(x) = flx|| and ||<p|| ® 1 (see (3.7) ). This is remarkable, as there are normed totally convex spaces which are not isomorphic to totally convex subsets of Banaoh spaces (see (3.9) ).
In section 4 the results of section 3 are extended to complex totally convex spaces in a way analogous to the method in the classical case. Then it is briefly sketched how the olassical Hahn-Banach theorems oan be easily retrieved from the corresponding results for totally convex spaces. The proof is oarried out in several steps (see [9] ). Lemma 2.3. Z = {ir|ir: C -•> 0(R), jt is ft + -convex and ir < p} is a non-empty set, induotively ordered from below by Proof. Z <t > as p e Z holds. If W c 2 is a linearly ordered subset, put n(x) :» inf{w(x)|weff} for x eC. Then jr : c -*0(R) is well defined and it is an easy exeraise to verify that jr is a + -convex and, of course, it is a lower bound for W* Now, for the following, let <p be a minimal element of Z, which exists by Zorn s lemma beoause of (2.3). Lemma 2.4. is positive homogeneous. Proof.
One has to prove 9 (ax) = a<j>(x), for 0 s a $ 1, xcC. The assertion is trivial for a = 0. For cc> 0 put 31 (x) -= a"V(ax) and verify jreZ. Besides, jr(x) = a~1tp(«.x) $ tp(x), i.e. 3T $<p, which implies JT » tp and hence our assertion. Lemma 2.5. For every e > 0 there exists x g e C such that cp(Xg) -q(x £ ) <6.
Pro of. This follows immediately from the minimality •f tp. Lemma 2.6. Let ocefl + . Then for any ne N and for •very x e C N , 00 1 ® 00
Proof. This inequality is proved by induction. The case n • 0 is trivial, so assume that the inequality is true for n. If a n+1 = 0, we are finished, as the assertion for n+1 is equivalent with the induction hypothesis. Hence we oan restrict ourselves to the case 0 <ot n+1 i 1. For z E C put
i=1 i=n+2 t ± e C for i e N with t fl+1 • z and t i = (J^ with 0 «5 Pj^ $ 1 for 1 « i * nj. The induction hypothes 1B at onoe implies q$ir. Now take e>0 and put t^ • x £ , for i»n+2, then (2.5) implies co
and hence q $ jfi 9 • In order to prove that st is fl + -convex, we take j , efl + and u e C N Take « R with. jr(u p ) < x^s 2, ^N. Then the definition of or (Uy,) yields the existence of t iv e C and p iv with 0 * |5 iv O, 0 e N, 1 $ i S n, with t iv , « p^Xj for 1 i i < n, s > e N and t n+1,v = 8UcJl that 00 n 00
oe v , N. 00 One pats t^ 2 ¡fy^i^» in ^e totally convex space C r i (see |8J ), and gets 00
The Hahn-Banach theorem 7 because of [8] , (2.12), [8] , (2.4), (ix), yields oo oo oo oo oo
Due to (2.4), ve have
and, as q is £2 + -concave f Oo oo oo
Puttlog these results together one obtains the following estimate
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As was arbitrary, subject to jt(u 9 ) s>eN , this implies the £! + -convexity of Jr. Thus we get sr e Z and and . hence jt = 9. Choosing z » * n+ -j» • i 4 n+1» in the definition of it, one has 00 n 00
and hence our assertion. Proof of Theorem 2.2. For e> 0 there is a n Q (e), such that for n>n Q (e) i-n+1
hence Lemma 2.6 implies, for n>n^(e), that 00 00
and one gets i=1 i=1
This, together with the fact that <p is £2 + -convex, proves that (*)
for arbitrary aeS2 + , x £ C^. In order to see that ip is a morphism of totally convex spaces one has to show the validity of (* ) for all a eft-(op. [8] , (2.6)). Now, for any xeC, [8] , (2.12), shows that 11 1 0 = 2 x + 2 ^ence, a8 *p(0) -0, 0 = <p{0) = £ <p(x) + 1 N + g ip(-x) and thus <p(-x) • -q>(x). Taking amy oce£2 and xeC one gets (see [8] , (2.12), (iii), (v))
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sg(a^) denoting the sign of a^. Henoe Theorem 2.2 is proved. Remark 2.7.
With the seminorm introduced for a totally convex space C in [8] , (6.1), one has for the mappings p,q in Theorem 2.2 |p(x)|*||x|| and |q(z)|*«|x| for any x e C .
Extension theorems
We vill now apply (2.2) to get analogoues of the olassiaal extension theorems for totally convex spaces* In this section "totally convex spaoe" always means real totally convex space. Besi des, we have,, due to [ 8] , (2.12), for xeC, yeC Q whi ch implies J p(-y) * -\ y) + J p(-x). This, as f{-y) $ p(-y), y eC 0 , l eads to p(i x -\ y) + \ f(y)i -| p(-x). From this we concl ude q(x)> -p(-x) and so q : C 0(R) is well defined with -p(-x)$q(x) $ p(x), xeC. The last inequality implies q(0) = 0.
In order to be abl e to appl y (3.1) we are goi ng to prove that q is G + -convex. For this, take occft + , x,y e cl Due to [8] , (2.4), (ii), (whi ch is the defining equation ( TC 2) in the introduction) we get YL -\ ?i) = gS «i*i " f Z a i7i-i i i
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11
If £> 0 is given, then, according to the definition of q(x^), there is a C Q with q(x ± ) < x i -\ y ± ) + \ fiyj.)) <q(* 1 ) + e .
This, together with
Since e>6 was arbitrary q is fi + -convex and, due to (3.1)» we get a morphism q> : C O(R) with -p(-x) « -q(-x) $ <p(x) S q(x) < p(x), x e C. Now, ohoosing x = y e CQ, one has q(y) i 2(!p(0) + \ f(y)> = f(y), hence q{-y) $ f(-y) = -f(y) or -q(-y)*f(y), which implies <p(y) = f(y) = q (y), for y e c 0 , and henoe our assertion. A natural choice for an £l + -convex mapping on a totally convex space C iB the norm on C introduced in [8] , (6.1), (2.7) shows that it is the greatest Q + -convex mapping. Inte- Por a totally convex space C the following are equivalent:
(i) C is normed.
(ii) Por every XQ e C with x Q ¿ 0, there is a morphism tp s C -0(R) with ?(x 0 ) -||XQ || and ||<f|| = 1.
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Proof.
(i)=»(ii): Take for C 0 the subspace of C generated by x Q , C Q = {ax Q |aeR and |a| $ l} ([Sj , (2.12)). As C is asp^prical (see [8] , (12.2)) and x Q 4 0, ocx Q = |3x 0 implies a = . Henoe, by F(ax Q ) J=OÍ||XQ|| we have a well defined morphism f s C Q O(R). Besides, |f| = 1, hence (ii) follows from (3.4) . By the way, we have ¡f c = ||x 0 ||. An easy computation s.hows that is a compatible equivalence relation in the category of totally convex spaces (see [8] , §4). In particular, one gets p >0.
We are now in a position to prove the oomplex analogue of Theorem 3.2. Theorem 4.2.
(The complex Hahn-Banach extension theorem). Let C Q <C be a sabs pace of the complex totally convex spaoe C, and let p i C -» 0(R) be a semi-norm on C. Then, for any morphism f t C Q -• 0(C) of totally convex spaces, such that |f(y)| « p(y), for ye There exists a morphism <f : C -» 0(C) with <p|c 0 = f and |«p(x)| « p(x) for x c C. 2) and (4.2) remain valid for finitely totally convex spaces and are proved analogously. In the applications, however, the assumption that the space in question is normed has to be replaced by "normed and regular" (see [8] , (13.7)) for finitely totally convex spaoes.
We will now briefly sketch how one can easily retrieve the classical Hahn-Banach theorems from the above results. We will only consider real vector spaces, as the complex case can be treated analogously, mutatis mutandis. Let V be a real vector space and p : V -» R a sublinear functional in the ordinary sense. For xeV define q{x) *« max(p(x), p(-x)); q s V -«• R is a ,seminorm. Then Finally, let us take a look at Rode's examples in [9] , pp.478, 479, and some related situations in view of the above results. Example 4.3. Centrally convex spaces. As an example for his theorem, Rodó in [9] considers centrally convex subsets X of real vector spaces, i.e. subsets X, s.th. for x,y e X one has | x + ^ y e X. This is a speoial case of the following general situation. Define V W neN, aeN, 0 *a«2 n } 2 and for a set X set CC(X) :={f |feD* X) and X! *(*) -"»}.
x ill where, as usual, for a set M containing zero, M x ' denotes the set of mappings from X to M with finite support. For ft = CC(N) call an fl-ilgebra (c.p. [3] } X a centrally convex space, if the following equations hold:
(CCD.
Z 5 ik x i = *k'
